
HISTORICAL NOTE

Forging Iron
Iron and steel are perhaps the most

useful materials in the history of indus-
trialized society. They are responsible for
tools, factories, machines, and many
other fundamental components of civi-
lization. Indeed, the widespread use of
iron, and later steel (an alloy of iron and
small amounts of carbon), made the
Industrial Revolution possible.

Together, iron and steel account for
95% of the world's current metal produc-
tion. Iron is the second most abundant
element on Earth (next to aluminum).
Most of our planet's core is metallic iron,
but on the surface the iron reacts readily
with oxygen to form rust, or iron oxide.
Hence, very little pure iron is found in
rocks, except in meteorites. The ancient
Aztecs made implements of meteoritic
iron long before Europeans brought the
process of smelting to the New World;
the Aztecs prized their meteoritic tools
above gold.

Iron smelted from rock was probably
first discovered in Asia between 4000
and 3000 B.C. in the ashes of fires built on
outcroppings of red iron ore. Noting the
presence of that reddish metallic sub-
strance, people built bonfires against
banks of ore exposed to prevailing
winds. These fires were surrounded by
boulders and fanned by bellows to
increase the heat of the flame; later the
people collected the lump iron puddled
on the ground. From the metal thus
extracted from the rock, they could make
new weapons and tools.

Iron artifacts do not last a long time,
thanks to extreme oxidation over the cen-
turies, but small items have been found
in Egypt's Great Pyramid of Giza (2900
B.C.). Around 1300 B.C., the Hittites, one
of the dominant peoples of the ancient
Middle East, worked with iron in an area
of what is now Turkey. They discovered
a "recarburization" process that forced
carbon into the outer layers of iron, form-
ing a crude steel. The Hittites' iron was
superior to bronze for weapons use, and
less expensive than stone for agricultural
implements. The iron dagger found in
Tutankhamen's tomb was made by
Hittites, and later Rameses II asked the
King of the Hittites to supply Egypt with
iron. Also around this time, the Chinese
independently created a blast furnace to
remove metallic iron from iron ore.

The Greeks developed iron-making
into a sophisticated art. Homer writes
that Achilles received a ball of iron as a

prize in an athletic conquest. The Greeks
passed their knowledge to the Romans,
who later carried the techniques through-
out Europe. Old examples of Roman cast
iron have been found in France, Great
Britain, and parts of Eastern Europe.

In early iron-working, iron oxides are
reduced when the ore is heated in a fur-
nace. Chemical by-products, called slag,
separate from the metal—but iron itself,
with its relatively high melting tempera-
ture, solidifies around the pockets of slag
into a hard spongy-looking mass. The
smelter must reheat and hammer this
mass several times to force out the inclu-
sions of slag and mold the separated
globules of iron into a single lump. The
resulting metal is called wrought iron,
which is relatively pure (less than 2%
total impurities, and only about 0.3% car-
bon content) but is softer than bronze
and does not hold an edge well.

Fashioning this wrought iron into vari-
ous types of practical implements
required the skills of the blacksmith, who
became a vital figure in Europe around
A.D. 1000. Blacksmiths attached them-
selves to various ruling groups, under
whose patronage they developed their
craft. The depth of their skill is evident in
European iron armor of this period, in
particular, the carefully forged helmets
adorned with gold and brass, and other
intricate and beautifully worked pieces.

In the 14th century, a larger and more
efficient design for a blast furnace—
known as the Catalan forge—was devel-
oped in Catalonia, Spain. A mixture of
charcoal and iron ore was heated intense-
ly for several hours in the forge, fanned
by a vigorous blast of air frequently pow-
ered by a falling column of water, until
the iron became an incandescent blob of
metal. At the appropriate time, the
smelter-broke into the forge and removed
the white-hot "sponge" of iron, hammer-
ing it to expel as much of the slag as pos-
sible. Iron production increased substan-
tially after the invention of the Catalan
forge. Its output, cast iron, was made into
pots and pans, as well as weapons, espe-
cially large cannons.

The only adequate fuel for blast fur-
naces, however, was charcoal. Charcoal
is produced by burning wood chips in a
sealed oven that contains little or no air;
most of the hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxy-
gen in the wood escapes, leaving only a
porous material consisting primarily of
carbon, which burns well. Supplies of
charcoal eventually became difficult to
obtain as nearly all available forest land
was chopped clear to satisfy increased
demand. Many iron forges were able to

operate only a few months of the year.
In 1709, Abraham Darby found a way

to replace charcoal in iron smelting by
using Britain's abundant coal supply.
Previously, coal had never been suitable
for iron working because of its high sul-
fur content, which contaminated the
resulting iron. Darby found, though, that
if he slowly preburned coal in the same
manner wood was burned to make char-
coal, the sulfur and other volatiles evapo-
rated, leaving only a dense flammable
mass known as "coke." Coke became a
crucial alternative to charcoal in iron
smelting worldwide.

The first method of making steel—
which is much harder than wrought
iron—was developed in England in the
1600s. In the "cementation process,"
wrought-iron bars were packed with
charcoal in sealed clay boxes or jars, then
heated for days; this step made the iron
absorb a small amount of carbon on its
surface, turning it into crude steel. Steel
produced by this method often had its
surface covered with blisters caused by
carbon monoxide bubbles working their
way to the outer layers; this effect gave
cementation steel the nickname of "blis-
ter steel."

An alternative cementation method
was to stack layers of high-carbon iron
with low-carbon iron, heat them, and
then hammer them together into a rela-
tively homogeneous mass—this was the
technique used in Syria during the Mid-
dle Ages to create the famous Damascus
steel used in fine sword blades.

Other methods of steelmaking came
into use, including the "crucible process"
invented in the 1740s by the English
instrument maker Benjamin Huntsman,
who was trying to create a type of metal
for a better clock spring. He decided to
cut blister steel into small pieces, then
melt the pieces in a closed clay crucible to
improve the homogeneity of the carbon
(which penetrated only the surface layers
in cementation steel). Huntsman
skimmed the slag off the melt, then
poured the metal into a mold.

Crucible steel was a far superior prod-
uct, used for making fine steels such as
those used in cutlery. But Huntsman's
process was expensive, the melts were
small, and the work was labor-intensive.

Not until a century later, with the
invention of the Bessemer process, was
steel produced on a mass economical
scale. The next Historical Note will dis-
cuss steel and various steel alloys devel-
oped in the 19th and 20th centuries.
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The following books have just been published
from the 1992 MRS Fall Meeting in Boston, Massachusetts.

Chemical Perspectives of Microelectronic Materials III
Editors: C.R. Abernathy, C.W. Bates, D.A. Bohling, W.S. Hobson

Spans interdisciplinary boundaries so that chemistry-related problems en-
countered in the microelectronics area may be approached from a variety
of viewpoints. It documents the substantial progress made in this area
since the last symposium (1990 MRS Fall Meeting). Topics: compound
semiconductors; laser assisted metallization; metallization; novel Si based
materials; Si materials; dielectrics; novel materials, growth techniques,
and diagnostics. 1993, hardcover, 106 papers, 725 pages.
ISBN: 1-55899-177-8 Code: 282-B
$58.00 MRS Members $67.00 U.S. List $77.00 Foreign

Nanophase and Nanocomposite Materials
Editors: S. Komarneni, J.C. Parker, G.J. Thomas

Covers the synthesis, processing and properties of nanophase and nano-
composite materials, documenting the first symposium of its kind in this
rapidly growing field. The term' ' nanophase'' refers to nanoscale particles
of one phase whereas the term "nanocomposite" refers to a composite of
more than one Gibbsian solid phase where at least one dimension is in the
nanometer range. Topics: nanophase ceramic materials; nanophase
metals and alloys; sol-gel nanocomposites; biological and polymer nano-
composites; nanocomposites from layered and cage structures; nano-
composites through multilayers; nanocomposites for various applications.
1993, hardcover, 66 papers, 457 pages.
ISBN: 1-55899-181-6 Code: 286-B
$55.00 MRS Members $63.00 U.S. List $72.00 Foreign

Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Management XVI
Editors: C.G. Interrante, R.T. Pabalan

The newest book in a continuing series on the scientific basis for manage-
ment of nuclear waste. Topics: spent fuel; glass and crystalline waste
forms; glass performance: mechanisms and models; cementjtjous mate-
rials; container alteration; microbiologically influenced corrosion; near-
field interactions; natural analogues; long-term prediction for engineered
barriers; performance assessment of engineered barrier systems; radio-
nuclide chemistry and transport; performance assessment of geological
systems. 1993, hardcover, 123 papers, 951 pages.
ISBN: 1-55899-189-1 Code: 294-B
$55.00 MRS Members $63.00 U.S. List $72.00 Foreign

Silicon Nitride Ceramics
Scientific and Technological Advances
Editors: I-W. Chen, P.F. Becher, M. Mitomo, G. Petzow, T-S. Yen

In the past decade, silicon nitride ceramics have been developed for a
number of applications, including those with quite stringent reliability and
economic requirements (e.g., automobile turbocharger rotors). These ap-
plications serve as graphic examples of the real advances that have been
accomplished. The progression of these materials has been based on
advances in the fundamental understanding of processing-phase
equilibria-microstructure-mechanical properties relationships coupled with
the development of the manufacturing and engineering practice capable of
producing highly reliable components. These advances are reflected in this
proceedings volume. Topics: retrospect and prospect; powder synthesis
and processing routes; grain boundary phases and glasses; microstruc-
ture — design, development and characterization; mechanical perform-
ance; applications, oxidation and corrosion. 1993, hardcover, 67 papers,
549 pages.
ISBN: 1-55899-1824 Code: 287-B
$55.00 MRS Members $63.00 U.S. List $72.00 Foreign

High-Temperature Ordered Intermetallic Alloys V
Editors: I. Baker, R.Darolia, J. D. Whittenberger, M.H. Yoo

The fifth book from MRS in a continuing series, this new proceedings
volume documents recent progress in the active and growing field of high-
temperature ordered intermetallic alloys. Topics: overviews; alloy structure
and phase stability; defects and microstructure; deformation and fracture;
mechanical properties; processing; environment resistance; multiphase
materials, composites and joining. 1993, hardcover, 178 papers, 1207
pages.
ISBN: 1-55899-183-2 Code: 288-B
$60.00 MRS Members S69.00 U.S. List $79.00 Foreign

Dynamics in Small Confining Systems
Editors: J.M. Drake, J. Klafter, R. Kopelman, D.D. Awschalom

Discusses the problems involving the structure and dynamics of molecular
systems near or confined by interfaces. This book reflects a broad range of
topics, including: structure and dynamics of polymers at interfaces; dy-
namics and thermodynamics of confined gases and liquids; flow and
relaxation in porous media. 1993, hardcover, 47 papers, 375 pages.
ISBN: 1-55899-185-9 Code: 290-B
$60.00 MRS Members $69.00 U.S. List $79.00 Foreign

7b receive a free copy of the complete
1993 MRS Publications _
Catalog & Supplement, _ '^TP
(over 300 books) ^ " % ^ T <
please contact MRS. S • m.

O R D E R F R O M : Materials Research Society
9800 McKnight Road • Pittsburgh, PA 15237
Phone (412) 367-3012 • FAX (412) 367-4373

In Europe, Africa, and the Middle East contact:
Clarke Associates — Europe, Ltd

13a Small Street, Bristol BS11DE, England
phone 0272 268864, FAX 0272 226437
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Boston Marriott and
Westin Hotel Copley Place

Boston, Massachusetts
November 29 - December 3,1993

ABSTRACT DEADLINE: JUNE 20, 1993

TECHNICAL PROGRAM
AA: Atomic Scale Imperfections in Materials - R.W. Balluffi Fest

A: Materials Synthesis and Processing Using Ion Beams

B: Mechanisms of Thin Film Evolution
Ca: Interface Control of Electrical, Chemical, and Mechanical

Properties

Cb: Defect-Interface Interactions

D: Silicides, Germanides, and Their Interfaces

E: Crystallization and Related Phenomena in Amorphous
Materials - Ceramics, Metals, Polymers, and Semiconductors

F: High-Temperature Silicides and Refractory Alloys

G: Fullerenes and Related Materials

H: Superconductivity - Materials and Properties

I: Developing Materials Processes for Factories

J: Electronic Packaging Materials Science VII

K: Diagnostic Techniques for Semiconductor Materials Processing

L: Defects in Advanced Semiconductors - Physics and
Applications

M: Growth, Processing and Characterization of Semiconductor
Heterostructures

N: Covalent Ceramics II: Non-Oxides

0: Complex Fluids

P: Disordered Materials - Fractals, Scaling, and Dynamics

Q: Electrical, Optical, and Magnetic Properties of Organic Solid
State Materials

R: New Materials for Advanced Solid State Lasers

S: Biomolecular Materials by Design

T: Biomaterials for Drug and Cell Delivery

U: Determining Nanoscale Physical Properties of Materials by
Microscopy and Spectroscopy

V: Scientific Basis for Nuclear VKiste Management XVII

W: Gas-Phase and Surface Chemistry in Electronic Materials
Processing

X: Frontiers of Materials Research

Y: Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition of Electronic
Ceramics

• New Materials Development
New Characterization Methods

• New Process Technology

SHORT COURSE PROGRAM
Courses on advanced materials characterization, preparation, and
processing/diagnostic techniques have been designed for scientists,
engineers, managers, and technical staff who wish to update their
knowledge and skills in the research, development and processing of
materials. These up-to-date courses are at the forefront of science and
technology and complement Fall Meeting symposia. Class sizes are
limited. Early preregistration is encouraged.

EQUIPMENT EXHIBIT AND
TABLE-TOP DISPLAY

A major exhibit and table-top display of the latest analytical and proc-
essing equipment which closely parallels the nature of the technical
symposia will be located in the Boston Marriott Hotel, convenient to
the technical session rooms. For information, contact Merry Geil,
Director of Meeting Activities, Materials Research Society, 9800
McKnight Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15237 • Telephone (412) 367-3003;
Fax (412) 367-4373.

PROCEEDINGS
Many symposia from this meeting will publish proceedings. MRS
members and meeting attendees may purchase copies of these pro-
ceedings at special prepublication prices and receive priority shipment
upon publication. Prices will be higher following the meeting. To take
advantage of these special prices, order your proceedings while regis-
tering for the meeting. For information on nonmember proceedings
prices and ordering procedures, contact the MRS Publications Depart-
ment.

SYMPOSIUM AIDE OPPORTUNITIES
By applying for Symposium Aide positions, graduate students who
plan to attend the MRS 1993 Fall Meeting and are willing to assist in the
symposium presentations can earn a waiver of the student registration
fee, a one-year MRS student membership beginning January 1, 1994,
and a stipend to help cover expenses.

JOB PLACEMENT CENTER
A Job Placement Center for MRS meeting and short course attendees
will be open Tuesday through Thursday during the meeting adjacent
to the Equipment Exhibit.

To request a Call for Papers booklet, a detailed 1993 Fall Meet-
ing program, or information on short courses, publications, or
symposium aides, contact:

Materials Research Society
9800 McKnight Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15237
Telephone (412) 367-3003 • Fax (412) 3674373

The 1993 MRS Fall Meeting will serve as a key forum for discussion of
interdisciplinary leading-edge materials research from around the
world. Various meeting formats - oral, poster, roundtable, forum and
workshop sessions - are offered to maximize participation.
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